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A Collective “Common Enemy” Now Stalks Mankind

By Stephen Karganovic, April 22, 2024

Yuval Hariri, Klaus Schwab’s spokesman, recently made a statement that should send chills
up everyone’s spine. “If bad comes to worse and the Flood comes,” Harari said, he and the
likeminded cabal of shadowy world masters will “build an Ark and leave the rest to drown.”

US Blocking Full UN Membership for Palestine – And US Congress Passes Law Depriving
Palestine of Freedom of Speech

By Peter Koenig, April 22, 2024

Palestine  applied  to  become a  full-fledged  United  Nations  member.  On  18  April  2024,  the
United Nations Security Council (UNSC) voted on the request. The United States single-
handedly vetoed Palestine from full  UN membership, thereby blocking the world body’s
recognition of a Palestinian State.

Adolph Hitler Is “The Torchbearer of Democracy” in Ukraine

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, April 22, 2024

The Neo-Nazi parties of Ukraine’s so-called coalition government are actively supported by
“the international community” namely our governments. The Nazi faction within the Kiev
government exerts  its  power in  the realm of  intelligence,  internal  affairs,  national  security
and the military. It’s a proxy regime in liaison with its U.S.-NATO sponsors. 

An  Entirely  Avoidable  Humanitarian  Crisis—US  Embargo  Continues  to  Inflict  Immense
Suffering  on  Cuba
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By Bharat Dogra, April 22, 2024

Cuba provides an inspiring example of a very small country whose doctors have reached
some of  the  most  difficult  areas  of  human  distress  and  disasters  to  provide  their  medical
services to people who needed them the most. US President Barack Obama said— “No one
should deny the service that  thousands of  Cuban doctors  have delivered for  the poor
suffering people.”

Iran in the Crosshairs: G7 Has Condemned Iran’s Attack Against Israel

By Manlio Dinucci, April 22, 2024

Italian Premier Giorgia Meloni convened the Group of Seven (United States, Canada, Great
Britain, Germany, France, Italy, and Japan), being currently under the Italian presidency, G7
has “unequivocally and in the strongest terms condemned the direct and unprecedented
attack of Iran against Israel”.

The Occult Tesla: Why Tesla Flattened Space and Attacked Einstein

By Matthew Ehret-Kump, April 20, 2024

While we don’t know if  Nikola Tesla’s adoration of Sir  Isaac Newton was connected to
Newton’s fanatical occultism or Rosicrucian proclivities (as outlined in part 1 of this series),
we can say that Tesla loved Newton’s three laws of motion which tended to flatten reality
into assumed “natural”  conditions of  straight  lines and constant  motion devoid of  any
physical properties or curvature.

Israel vs Iran. If Israel Wins the Staring Match, the Earth May Lose!

By Michael Welch, Ed Lehman, Ken Stone, Dimitri Lascaras, and Larry Johnson, April 19,
2024

How much longer can the U.S. continue to silently support Israeli efforts in the area before
taking matters into its own hands and launching their own long standing campaign against
Iran as part of its hegemonic manoeuvres to dominate the Middle East and ultimately the
globe?
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